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Welcome
The president, College Council, faculty, alumni and graduates
of the State University of New York College at Cortland
are honored by your presence at the
2011Undergraduate Commencement ceremonies.
Park Center Alumni Arena




PRHOMMENCEMENT MUSIC AND PROCESSIONAL
Cortland Brass Ensemble
NATIONAL ANTHEM
Ms. Amy Elizabeth Lamberti 'II
Musical Theatre
WELCOME
Dr. Erik J. Bitterbaum
President
RECOGNITION OF HONORS GRADUATES
Dr. Mark J. Prus
Provost and Vice President. Academic Affairs
FAREWELL REMARKS
Mr. Jesse Campanaro '11
President, Student Government Association
CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREE
Mr. Stephen J, Hunt 72
Member, SUNY Board of Trustees
Honorary Degree Recipients:
Dr.Margaret leng Tan
Ms.Janet Richards Whitaker '65
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Dr. Margaret Leng Tan
CONFERRING OF DEGREES
Dr. Bitterbaum
School of Arts and Sciences
Dr. R. Bruce Mattingly




School of Professional Studies
Dr. John Cottone
Dean. Professional Studies
CHARGE TO THE GRADUATES
Dr. Bitterbaum
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION WELCOME
Ms. Nancy Niskin Sorbella '82






Dr. Margaret Leng Tan
Margaret Leng Tan, a classically trained pianist who explores alternative
forms of music and unconventional instruments, will receive a Doctor
of Fine Arts. She has performed at prestigious venues such as Carnegie
Hall and Lincoln Center, but also has shared her music with students at
SUNY Cortland.
Tan, a native of Singapore, was the first woman to earn a doctorate
from the prestigious Juilliard School of music in New York City. Her
artistic drive soon led her to stray from classical piano into the avant-
garde world of experimental music.
By fusing American alternative piano with the Asian influences of her
childhood and by experimenting with unusual instruments, Tan created
a truly unique sound. By composing, performing and recording music
for the toy piano. she elevated an ordinary child's plaything into an
instrument of high art and inspired others to compose music for non-
traditional instruments.
Over the years, she made numerous audio and video recordings,
earning international acclaim. Tan is the foremost interpreter of the
ground breaking composer and aesthetic philosopher John Cage. whose
ideas have strongly influenced modern avant-garde art.
The quintessential performer, Tan excels at interpreting difficult
music for wide and diverse audiences. She has made the often-arcane
tradition of avant-garde music accessible to people around the world,
including SUNY Cortland students.
Through her professional friendship with Donna Anderson, professor
emeritus of music at SUNY Cortland, and their shared interest in the
legacy of impressionist pianist Charles 1 Griffes.Tan developed a
strong connection with the College. She performed at SUNY Cortland
on two separate occasions, inspiring music theatre majors as well as the
community at large.
Candidates for Bachelor's Degrees
Candidates for bachelor's degrees listed on the following pages completed their Degree Index 10 Business Economics, B.S. 10 Mathematics, B.5.
degree requirements in December 2010 or May 2011or are expected to complete their The degrees being awarded this year are 10 Chemistry, B.S. 9 Musical Theatre, B.A.
requirements in August or December 2011 located on the following pages. 11 Childhood Education, B.5. 9 New Communication Media, B.A
Because the names of the graduates and honors recipients presented in this program
7 Communication Studies, B.A. 9 New Media Design, BA
must be compiled in advance of Commencement. the information is not official and is 9 Adolescence Education: Biology, B.5.
U Community Health, B,S. U Outdoor Recreation. B.5.
subject to revision as may be mandated by satisfaction of degree requirements and of 10 Adolescence Education:
10 Conservation Biology, B.s. 14 Physical Education, B.5. Ed.
academic grades Earth Science, B.5. 8 Criminology, B.A. 11 Physics, B.5.
7 Adolescence Education: English, B.A. 12 Early Childhood Education. BS 9
Political Science, B.A.
Graduation With Honors
Honors awarded to candidates for the bachelor's degrees as listed in this program 7
Adolescence Education: French, B.A. 12 Early Childhood/Childhood 9 Professional Writing, BA
are based on grade point averages recorded as of Feb. 1,2011.Candidates who receive 7 Adolescence Education:
Education. B.s. 9 Psychology, BA
honors wear colored tassels as noted below. Honors are awarded when grade point Mathematics, BA
8 Economics, B.A. 11 Psychology, B.S
averages meet the following standards on a scale of 4.0: 10 Adolescence Education: 8 English, BA 13 Recreation, B.5.
Mathematics, B.S. 8 English as a Second Language, B.A. 13 Recreation Management B.S.
, Cum Laude J.2 to 3499 White Tassel 10 Adolescence Education: 8 French, BA 9 Social Philosophy, BA
" Magna Cum Laude J.S to 3749 Red and White Tassel", Summa Cum Laude 375 and above Red Tassel
Physics and Mathematics, B.s. 10 Geographic Information Systems, B.5. 9 Sociology, BA
7 Adolescence Education: 10 Geology, B.5. 9 Spanish, BA
Dual Majors
Social Studies, B.A. 14 Health Education, B.5Id. 13 Speech and Hearing Science, B.S.
A plus sign (+) after a name indicates that the student is graduating with a dual major. 7
Adolescence Education: Spanish, B.A. 13 Health Science, B.5. 14 Speech and Language Disabilities, B.5.
7 African American Studies, BA 8 History, B.A. 12 Sport Management, B.A.
7 Anthropology, BA 13 Human Service Studies, B.5. 14 Sport Management, B.S.
7 Art, B.A 12 Inclusive Special Education, B.5. 14 Therapeutic Recreation, B.5.
9 Art Studio, BFA 10 Individualized Degree Program, B.S.
12 Athletic Training, B,S. 8 International Studies, B.A.
10 Biology, B.5. 13 Kinesiology, B.S.
10 Biomedical Sciences, B.s. 13 Kinesiology: Fitness Development, B.s.
7 Business Economics, B.A 9 Mathematics. B.A.
School of Arts ~ John Richard Geyer Brett A. Pike ART
,
Ryan Liam Cox
Lisa Marie Hinman Jeffrey T Poccia Chelsea Fay (ami ~ Steven W. Cuceand Sciences Paul Hyndman Christopher Thurman Quinn Erin L. Harmon Daniele Alissa D'Auria, Kendall Marie Lawrence Tanya Marie Raycraft , Heather 1 Harrington + Michael Christopher Davis, Alan William Maurer III Katelyn M. Sannwald Erin Leigh Kavanaugh Mark Della Speranza
Bachelor of Arts Marissa Giovanna Puleo Nicholas John Sapere Emily Christine Oltmann Gaetano DiNardi, lauren Kaitlin Pytel , Daniel Ramyrrl Slator Maria A. Pontillo Jason DiStefano
ADOlESCENCE EDUCATION: ENGLISH ~ Christina T. Scala Cory M. Sullivan Erica Rose Scholl Oayson E. Dooling
Victoria Lyn Alexander , Kelsey Broderick Tilin Gina Nam Smith Samuel Edward Dutkowsky
lulianna Theresa Bertoni ADOLESCENCE EDUCATION: jonathan H. Villa Jessie Tyler Steinberg + Michael B, Emmons
Melissa 5, Da Costa SOCIAL STUDIES Sean M. Esna~ Heather M. Dengler Donald). Amell ADOLESCENCE EDUCATION: SPANISH BUSINESS ECONOMICS Tara M. Fallo, Rachel E. Ditch ~ Matthew David Benjamin ~ Amanda Louise Alderman joseph Daniel Adams + ~ Katelynn Marie Faulkner
Elisha M. Dixon Stephen James Bradley Ruth Melania Bello Robert Cassely
,
Eric Feuer,
Kayla M. Evans Amanda Sue Bryant ~ Lauren Ashley Boden Dorian Israel Estrada , Samantha Rose Ficken
~ Heather Marie Fairchild Christine E. Capobianco ~ Corinne Angelica Conroy , Kenneth James Garger + Rebecca Rose Friedberg~,Gretchen Elizabeth Grant jennifer Lynn Carlisi Lauren Elizabeth Dodenhoff Benjamin C. Gillis + Martin Bruce Galloway
Barbara Ann Green Lindsey Marie Catanzarite Kristen J. Fecco ~ Christina Evelyn Magraw t Kenneth james Garger +
Mark W. Green *** Lisa Marie DelMedico Rafael Alexander Nunez Kyle Matthew O'Rourke Benjamin C. Gillis +
Cassandra C. Leggio *** Jolene-Mychal Ann Eaton Ashley Ordonez Matthew Joseph Papilla Kaitlyn Gleason~ Jessica M. Leopolda Daniel W. Feehan Monica Lyn Sisson Brian David Sclera Amber Elizbeth Anne Golden~ Katelyn E. Maroney Nicholas J. Fengler Douglas Paul Smith Melissa Anne Gould
Cassandra Rose McNamara m Caitlin Cowling Goodwin COMMUNICATION STUDIES Rebecca Diane Greenland
Casey Mae Schmieder Gregory Bryan Graham AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES lema Marie Abbott Daniel G. Harding Jr.~ Justine Sinprasith Kristen Alina Heuschneider Abigail E. McPhail + Erin Sue Adams AlisaJustine Henningsen
Thomas Edward Irving joseph Daniel Adams + Matthew T. lanno
ADOLESCENCE EDUCATION: FRENCH Nicholas M. .eror ANTHROPOLOGY joseph S. Anthony IV Allison Rose Johnston
David C. Snowdeal Al-Amin M. Johnson Heather Ottilie Beardsley
~,Ashley Aaron Aurilio Amanda Paige Kanas
Paull. KeillY Gail Rose Lawton + ~,Breanna Kate Buckley Melissa Beth Kane
ADOLESCENCE EDUCATION: MATHEMATICS Thomas J. Kelly H< Kerri Lynn Loveless + Cori E. Bulgrin Sara Elizabeth Kelly
Benjamin Amorese ~ Kayla Rae Leader , Thomas Zachary Meixell Laura Nicole Burritt , Erika Nicole Kirch
Ashley Lynn Andreas ~ Mark Stephen Mancusi Bryant G. Munson + Elise Nicole Cacciatore Teri Sharae Knowings~,Charles Ryan Appel Steven H. Manning Krista Marie Natale Tracy A. Capriotto Gregory M. Krupa
Morgan Ashley Barnett Elizabeth Evelyn Matrician Ronald E. Pleban Jr. + Chelsea Anne Cassino
, Tiffany Lori-Ann Lewars
Matthew J. Bigney ~,Cassandra Mayosky ~ jacquelene Francis Poveromo ~ Lawrence Morris Chappy + April Lynn Leyendecker
Dennis Rene Class Kyle]. Nelson
, Honor Sheila Cheevers Joseph Anthony Lopez
Kristyn N. Cozier ~,Scott Edward Neri Kaitlin J Conforti Brian Lupo
Nicholas Thomas Cromer Eric Michael Norris Heather Renee Connelly + Alyssa Lyke
Kathleen M. Davis Bryan Keith O'Gorman Samantha Anne Costanza Erick Eduardo Majano
Kayla Marie Espejo Willens Osse Jr. Zachary G, Covert Thomas Joseph Marino
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Jessica Rose Matyas CRIMINOLOGY Allison Marie Quimby Anthony T. McCabe Jr.
Emily Ann Eisenberger.. Lee Ann Mazzarisi Jonathan A. Alvarez .. Kathleen Elizabeth Reedy + .. Samantha Caitlin Pauli Gerald Anthony Grapevine Jr. +
Kate McArdle jerrie Lyn Alvito + Neilson G. Robles
,., Abigail Odessa Perry Sara Jean Guando
• Ashley M. McGrath-Rolston Luke Ammirati jaressa Sabb Jennifer R. Schuss Nicole Rae Hapanowicz
Adriana L. McLean Nicole Elizabeth Avery Michael Timothy Salvatore
.. Aileen C. Sloane + .. Ryanl. Harvey +
Kelly Ann Meier Nicole E. Betancourt Mark Weston Sgroi .are M. Storey Joseph D. Houser
Theodore Steven Montalvo Thomas M. Binstock Heather Anne Shay Christine Marie Wilson
Erin Frances Jones
Kevin Bartholomew Mulvihill Bryan Adam Buchalski • Bret R. Tinder + Kara Elizabeth Winter Matthew Ryan Keefe
Ricardo Daniel Nelson Caitlin Margaret Carner Dean D, Viti
Timothy George Lopez +.. Brittany M. Onorato Javaughn Charlton + Donald V. Whitaker ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE • Heather Eva Lyon +
Michael T. Oppito Kathryn Marie Chase Jeffrey A. Wilson
Gulsinem Aydemir Ashley M. Mewhorter
Gabriella Rose Piazza .. john D. Chavez Hudson D. Woodward • Krista Ellen Bergquist *** Jessica A. Mohr
Jeanette Alysse Ramos Kevin Michael Collins Senol Celik
Bryant G. Munson +
Michael Philip Ratner • Mercedes Iris Cozens ECONOMICS Asli Dine Zachary Arthur Parsell... Theresa Catherine Ricklefs Ryan john Cummings Muhammed Akici leynep Dogru Joseph M. Perry
Ryan M. Ricci Kevin Michael Daly Abdourahmane Diallo lulide Gizir
Alexee Rae Pupkin
Gina Marie Russo Korey Marshall Dodge
... Ali Can Duran Duygu Gursesli John Michael Rudenko
John A. Rutledge Mason Joseph Ellis
.. Ryan [. Harvey + .. Haley jean Hudson .. Christopher Stephen Scagnelli
Danielle Ashley Sammis George Earl English Pelin Kurt
.. Ryann Elizabeth Lamphere Christopher William Spencer
Jay Daniel Santos Matthew l. Evanchak • Onat Tasoz • Amanda Lockwood Neil Stambaugh
• joseph Nicholas Sciortino • Daniel Kenneth Fahey Nazlican Manas
.. Janet Stefura
Brianna Nicole Smith Matthew M. Fontana ENGLISH
• Laramie Claire Monroe Jessie Tyler Steinberg +
Corey Michael Smock Angela Marie Fortunato Laura E. Anjos Kadir Onder
.. Katelyn Michele Swider +
Ashley E. Stanton-Follett Daniel E. Frost Brittany Ann Ballard Ece Sertatil Adriana Anastacia Vega
Kristina Streva .. jaclyn Renee Hart ... Sarah Basile Yasemin Soylemez Ashley Nicole Wanamaker
Samantha Rose Szucs Bradley Lawrence Kaufman Emily Grace Bottle Fatma lsi! Unal
• Brittany J. Wehr +
Brian L. Thurston Karina Alexandra Line • Lauren Michelle Cox + Irfan Uysa\
• Vanessa Jeanne Umbro *** Jennifer R. Lutz Alexandra Catherine DeVoe Christina VanTassle INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Giana Marie Valenza Michael P.Mahay Jessica Allza Downer
.. Breanne M. Driscoll +
Miguel Thomas Valle Bnttani Rose Mannix Renee judith Emerson
FRENCH • Eleanor Elizabeth Fitzgerald +
Rachael Vallese Shawn Michael McKenna Devin Moran Feeney
.. Amandine Marie Corten + ,., Erica Frerking
Nicholas Christopher Vidal Julie Ann Christi Middaugh
.. MacKenzie Brooke Hayes • Heather T. Harrington +.. Brooke Elizabeth Weidman ... Kendra L. Middleton Steven Hernandez HISTORY Gunel Hasanli
Kellie Nicole Weisbecker Matthew James Mitchell johnl. Hlavacek
Lauryn Elyse Abdo .. Haneulleon
Luis Hernandez Welch Matthew Moore Jordan v. Jessop Amanda Bentley
... Kerri Lynn Loveless +
Erinn Mary Wilcox Daniel Lee Morris II Angeleek M. Johnson +
Jeffrey Edward Brink Abigail E. McPhail +
Leanne Wulforst Andrea Murphy Mary Frances johnson
Brittany L. Chambers ... MeghanJoan Minihan
Christopher M. ladigan Kimberly Marie Natoli Sarah Kane
john Ryan Corbett Alesia Katharine Richardson
Jessica Katherine lito Eric R. Parah Kevin Sean Kelley
Lisa Michelle D'Uva Kathleen A. Valentino
Michael]. Perillo
.. Eric Michael Martin Kyle joseph Dauch Brooke Lie Wingerter
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MATHEMATICS .. Trevor Curry Thomas James Breitfeller Angeleek M. Johnson + Michael Lawrence Staffa
Nakiya Chantel Billingy .. Breanne M. Driscoll + Daniel S. Campana • Danyelle Arianne Lamon Kattemae Sky Tate
Alexandra Desmornes Sandra Laura Erickson lillanl. Cairo Justin L. Maggio ... Stephanie Ireanna Vitale
Kathryn Ann Finucane Christopher Michael Febraio Christine E. Conaty *** Jonathan Gary Valentine Molly Rosetta Gwendolyn Wade
Michael Freitas Eleanor Elizabeth Fitzgerald +
.. Amandine Marie Corten + Kasey L. Wilder
*** Joseph Gerald Grace ... Andrea L. Forward Katherine Cruz SOCIOLOGY • Danielle Patricia Wynkoop
Megan P. Rice Kathryne Victoria Gigler Michael A. Curry lliana Mayra Ames
Laurie Elizabeth Vitchers Gerald Anthony Grapevine Jr. + ... Shannon Louise Davis Kimberly Sue Bacella SPANISH
Rosalie Mary Haran +
... Lauren Marie Di Russo Frank Michael Benimeo Jessica Leigh Baruffo +
MUSICAL THEATRE Adam Ryan Hebert Dominique Tuere Dodson Christopher G. Brosnan • Katherine Gail Clark
• Amy Elizabeth Lamberti Courtney E.Jensen Amanda Erin Eick Joseph Buckley Alexandra Done
Natalie Iris Luzzi Nicholas D. Leone • Michael Giuliani Krystle Lynn Caggiano + Kayla Anne Douglas +
Kimberly Grace Moore .. Christina Evelyn Magraw + Samantha Chevonne Gonzalez Roberto M. Clavecilla • Eden Elizabeth Gersch +... Douglas Peter Robbins .. Grace Elizabeth Mellen .. Leanne Evelyn Hladik Rebecca Cade Columbus ... Heather Ashley Hankinson +... Margaret Dorothy Place Sabrina Felisha Kemp Andrea N. Cooper .. Kristen Ann Hess +
NEW COMMUNICATION MEDIA *** Jennifer B. Pilacky Jason Matthew Kuzel Kendra Irene Duquesne Amy Lynne Kearney +
Christopher Paul DeGaetano Jeffrey Michael Quain Slnead Roberta Lavery Katherine Elizabeth Gallagher • Jean Elizabeth Mooney +
Rosalie Mary Haran + .. Kathleen Elizabeth Raedy + Gail Rose Lawton + Bryan E. Gentile Katlin Elizabeth Pulling
Teresa]. Riley Nicholas M, Ross
... Alexandrina Marie MacPherson Bethanie M. Hemingway Sarah Alene Smith +
David Serignese Milan Rowson
Stephanie Gabriela Melendez Maggie M. Henty ... Melanie Nicole Tietjen +
Britney Lee Rudler
Kaitlin N. Morey Toni Ann Hodge Amanda Nicole Wright +
NEW MEDIA DESIGN Matthew David Savarese
Brittany Marie Pata Eric Taylor Jones .. Danielle Lynn Ziobrowski +
Tiffany Marie Estevez ... Michael V. Schoeneberger II + Patrick Ryan Pidgeon ... Elizabeth A. Keller.. Melissa Renee Gardeski William Jamal Scott Alyson N. Plotkin .. Hanna Elizabeth Kirkpatrick.. Sandra M. Romano Bachelor of Fine Arts.. Jeremiah J. Harvey ... Danielle N. Singer Timothy George Lopez +.. Ying Lu Bret R. Tinder + Anne Marie Helen Rossi *** Melissa Marie Maki
Tony V. Nguyen Victoria Jean Walsh
Brittany Lynn Rourke Lindsay Marie McLendon ART STUDIO
Samantha Ann Parker
Christine M. Russo • james} Miller *** li Eun Kim
Eric Michael Robinson PROFESSIONAL WRITING
Erika Lynn Salls Sara Jane Montross Kyle O'Brien• Edward C. Sandtorv
Kyle R. Russ • Heather Renee Connelly + Katherine A. Musa Brian P. Roach• Jessica Schacker Kathryn Mary Thiel
Brooke Alden Hoffman Quinn Nicole Singer +
Kathryn Lee Norton
POLITICAL SCIENCE • Corey Alexander Hutchinson .. Kayta L. Perkins.. Virginia L. Smith
Rubina Abdul David Saul Mindich Jamie L. Troxell
Irene R. Pitkowsky Bachelor of Science
Amy Lynn Armstrong Zachary M. Young • Ronald E. Pleban Jr. +Jonathan Walsh
David E. Bessey Heather R. Yanis Kimberly A. Samuelson ADOLESCENCE EDUCATION: BIOLOGY
Brianne R Butters PSYCHOLOGY *** Ashley Mae Zaroogian
... Rebecca Lynn Schnirel James H. McCabe.. Lawrence Morris Chappy + Jamie Lyn Alvita + April Elizabeth Selden
Javaughn Charlton + • MelissaJordan Andosca Jennifer Laura Shepherd
Karalyn Jean Schoepfer
SOCIAL PHILOSOPHY .. Benjamin M. Schuerlein
Patricia Collado • Sammy Avigal Quinn Nicole Singer +• Krystle Lynn Caggiano + .. Amy Sundheim
Megan Elizabeth Connors ... Barbara E. Bedford .. John Hayes Howard Ishmael D. Sprowal Danielle Ann Tutino
[9]
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ADOLESCENCE EDUCATION: EARTH SCIENCE Matthew Moctezuma Henkel BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES • Masato Kondo CONSERVATION BiOlOGY
Nicole Marie Latham .~Amanda Marlene Howard m Meghan Rose Brunswick m Maeve E. Lanning m Eugene William Aarnio
• Kathryn Lynn Leuthauser Jessica Lynn Hunter Paula N, Gooden Owen Christopher Ludeman • Daniel R. lnserlllo
Kevin Lawson Whalen Nicholas Kropp .~Thomas Michael Ma\ikowski Nicholas J. Lukenovich Carl Andrew Koehler
• Logan Mckayla Lathrop Andrew Pritchard Charles E. Magner Chelsea Marie Rossier
ADOLESCENCE EDUCATION: MATHEMATICS Loren J. Liberati Andrew C. Malone Amanda L. Wagner
Bryan Joseph Bagala Stephanie Nicole Lukas BUSINESS ECONOMICS Jacob Michael Martinko
Atina L. Copello Meghan Elizabeth Mahony Kaitlyn Monica Aki Dustin William Marshall GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Schuyler Meseck Field Amanda Sue Manning • Tanya Hope Alemao Randi Nicole Meyer • Nicole Case
Barry Gibson Kelsey Rose Manzolillo Hornicek William B, Allgeier 111 Dean Philip Moore Marissa Jayne Gannon
john R. Nevolajr. ~ Andrew Raymond McCauley Jessica Alanna Backman Brian R. Mulvey Jesse P. Lapham
Kristie Leigh O'Reilly Megan Elizabeth O'Hare Christopher Michael Batt Patrick Ohlendorf • Danielle Marie Mandile~ Jessica Lynn Simmons Michael Charles Pagano • Taylor Cassandra Benson Justin William Porpora • Kevin Michael Olderstein
• James Patrick Turner .. Jessica Lynn Paoli Thomas W. Braun III Corey D. Puckey Daniel Evan Silverman
• Candice Wittmer Farah C Patarasa Rushshane C. Brown Daniell. Rappaport Kevin T. Staubitz
Christopher M. Payne Benjamin Michael Call jessica A. Reynolds
ADOlESCENCE EDUCATION: PHYSICS AND Brian A. Pesner jesse Campanaro Dominick Sair GEOLOGY
MATHEMATICS Christopher Joseph Poplarski juliana Michele Cardella William Cody Schroeder Crystal Rauch
jason A. Hayes Drew A. Power Ian Marcus Clark Kayla jean Sevey Amanda Ann Van Vorce... Sean M. Nolan ... Marjorie Elizabeth Pulver Samantha S. Contreras Arda Sezer Kathryn Jean Velie
*** Adrienne Hope Teachout Joseph M. Rahimzadeh Joshua A. Curtis Jane April Sharp
• Matthew J. Rankin ... Lauren Daley Jessica Lynn Stanton INDIVIDUAlIZED DEGREE PROGRAM
BIOLOGY • William Stanley Renkas Paul Daly joshua M. Staves Pamela Dawn Hampton
Matthew George Barragato • Joshua Raymond Rowland Edward De Leon Courtney E. Stevens Walter P.Morris
Nicole Baxley Larissa Kimberly Rugg Cory Michael Driscoll *** Rebecca Leigh Talbot• Angelika Rebecca Beckmann Joseph M. Russo Brandon Lee Eilbert Brett J. Tiernan MATHEMATICS
Jason M. Bema Patrick Michael Savery Ashley Suzzett Fanning Joshua Nelson Tomazin Amelia Marie Arrington +
m Ryan Charles Briggs Jacob Tyler Schwartz Mark Richard Fortunato Courtney Alison Tousaw Brendan Thomas Brethel
Kelly Broccoli Colleen Elizabeth Smith Heather Lyn Frost ~ Adrienne Valenti *** Justin E, Bush... Steven R. Campbell Michael Smith ~.Richard Thomas Geist Matthew Thomas Vidler *** Janel Elizabeth Carey~.Nicole Chodkowski Christopher J. Straile ~ Daniel G. Haggerty Ashley Bea Walsh Alexander Richard DeWitt
Todd Curtis ... Christina Rose Tropiano Zachary Haluszczak Dylan M. Warner ... Erin Elizabeth Garvey +
Michael T. DeGouff Mary Kate Valentine Adam William Hardy Michael A. Winters Leanne Marie Hayes... David John Dormandy lr . Kyle Wenzel Tristan J. Hartnett Mindy S.Jacobs +
Rose M. Evanick Stephen A. Wile Gerard Vincent Heinz CHEMISTRY Alaina R. Latella +
Nicholas J. Froiseth ~ Anthony Wind Terence William Horton .. Joshua A. Baccile .~Kelly C. McMann
Lauryn Michelle Grillo .. Brittle Alice Wintle Jordan Kyle Jantzi Danielle L. McCarthy Nicole Marie Prechtl~ Stephanie Mary Guiffrida Michael Scott Wolfm + Albin Javor Tyler Allen Narby ~ Brandle Theresa Steele +~ Rachel A. Guzman .. Brianna Leah Yetsko • Sarah E, Killeen • Michael Scott Wolfm + Lindsay Iuliene Stevens
Kellyanne Hearn Andrew S. King Zachary Charles Zufelt
~ Jessica Nicole Wilson +
[iOJ
PHYSICS School of LisaR. (ulman .. Rebecca M. Harmon Lauren Elizabeth MikulaLaura L. Bald Elizabeth M. Currlin ... Kaitlyn Elizabeth Helm Amy Patricia Milano
Frederick Paul Bohlander Education Andrea Dell'Accio Megan Rhianne Hickling .. Katelyn Elizabeth Miner
Stephen C Brown Marli Claire Dempsey Lauren Ann Hilliard Michelle Leigh Mistretta
Caitlin Rouse .. Ashley Anne DeVito Danielle Marie Holler .. Katy Marie Monroe
Bachelor of Science Danielle Nicole Didone Catherine M. Hollett Krista L. Montgomery
PSYCHOlOGY ... Caleigh Elizabeth Diesenberg Samantha Lyn Horowitz .. Megan Elizabeth Murphy
Andrea Marie Allen CHILDHOOD EDUCATION Cheryl C Dillon .. Stacy Ann Hoyt Casandra Musolino
Sarah Nicolle Baquet Deanne M. Abell ... Lindsay Taylor Doris Samantha Christina HyS3Ck Kristi A. Najdzion
Matthew Adam Braunschweiger Peter Giles Ahart Kayla Anne Douglas + • Mindy S. Jacobs + • Eric F. Nash
Matthew Cranson .. Anna Barbara Alessi ... Haily Mae Dunn • Christine M. Johnson Carl Emerson Nontsj-... Joseph w. Delfino .. Sara Shae Anderson .. Melissa Marie Dwyer .. Katrina Anne Kapusta ... Colleen Jeannine Nowetner
Jonathan David Early ... Nichole Marie Ano .. Danlelle J. Eckert Colin Kavanagh Hannah R. O'Brien
Keith Edwin Emery .. Kelsey Arnone • Chelsea Nicole Einhorn Amy Lynne Kearney + .. Monica M. Oaks
Kimberly Ann Frost Amelia Marie Arrington + • Stacey B. Eizikowitz Siobhan Kelly .. Christine Marie Ostrowski
• Karolina Holl Krissy A. Aumell Meaghan Catherine Falci • Ariel Rose Kelner Ashley l. Owen
Matthew Hornik Nicholas Allen Babcock • Caitlin Jean Farrell .. Allyson Elizabeth Kiernan .. Cassandra M. Palmer
Eric M. Hughes .. Kevin Vincent Baker Krista Marie Farthing .. William Jeremy Klingensmith .. Lori Ann Panaro.. Michael David LaBarbera .. Gina M. Barcia Stephanie Margarita Ferreira Natasha Jean Knickerbocker Jennifer May Patten... Katherine Frances LiButti .. Aaron James Bartoo Kelly Anne Flaherty Lindsay Anne Kocsis Kristina Marie Peterson
Abbey Christine Morgans ... Meghan Lynne Bathke Michelle Forman John P. Kowalski Stephanie M. Pettitt
Mari-Lyn Michele Norberg ... Dawn M. Battista .. Emily Wyatt Foster .. Jamie Loren Krinsky .. Nicholas). Polhamus.. Rory W. ONeil ... Stephanie A. Battista .. Karl L. Fox ... Rikki Lauren Kurtz Victoria Lynne Polsonilli
ObaOgoDara Oluwasanmi Marisa Bertone Emily Marie Fratini .. Myriah A. Lainhart Sara Elizabeth Quaranta
Jasmine Pamela-Lee Purdy *** Jeremiah Jonathan Best Molly J. Friedman Ross Steven Laird *** lazrnin Rachel Ramirez
Robin Nichole Schwartz Erin Elizabeth Biblis Kayla M. Gallipeau .. Courtney Wynne Lambertson .. Alexandria Adeline Rappazzo... Emily Elizabeth Smith Jennifer Irene Blair Amy M. Garrett .. Jessica l. Lasda .. Joel D. Richards
Leanne Nicole Sutliff Jennifer L. Bodie ... Erin Elizabeth Garvey + Alaina R. Latella + ... Nicole Richardson.. Kady Sue-Ellen Williams Caitlin Chrystal Bolembach Eden Elizabeth Gersch + Marissa N. Leiner .. Amy Elizabeth Riehlman
Angela Marie Yanowiak Kaely R. Borrino .. Erica Michele Ginley .. Maria Monae Leonardi Maria C. Rispoli
Brittany L. Zdybowicz ... Kara K. Burns .. Evelyn Kate Gmoser .. Amanda R. Lindquist • Amanda). Ruggeri
• Amanda Jeanne Burrell Stephani Beth Goodheart Fiordalisa Lora Melissa Theresa Santana... Faith Lauren Callahan Jennifer Gray Heather Eva Lyon + • Daniel Dillon Santiago
Emily Elizabeth Carlson .. Shannon Marie Greenhill Pamela Marie Mangan Angelia F. Saraceno
Brianna Grace Carolini • Sarah Rebecca Grieb .aleesa v. Martin Kara Pauline Schmidt
Courtney Elisabeth Claypoole Maxine A. Griffith Stephanie Nicole McGrath Amanda Lee Schmitt
Jennifer Elaine Cce • Courtney J. Guiton Michelle Elizabeth McKee .. Kayla Elizabeth Shaut
John W. Cox • Stephen Rodney Hackett Jessica Lynn McWeeney Kelly Ann Shea
Lauren Michelle Cox + Judy Eileen Haggerty Lovissa Taylor Melia .. Erika Lee Sherman.. Cassandra Courtney Criscitello Kimberly Therese Handzel .. Brittany M. Messina .. Iris Lynn Sittner
[:Ji]
• Alexandra M. Slane Lisa Sarah Lopez Nicole Lynne Katz Ashley Marie Volina School of
# Aileen C. Sloane + Reva Grace Marshall jacklyn Helen Kramer • Brittany J. Wehr +
Alicia Ruth Smith
.. Katherine E. McManus Alicia Ladd lillian Cheri Young Professional
Caitlin Noel Smith Kaitlynn Rose Meisenheimer Carmela Laya
#. Amanda L. Zawierucha Studies
Sarah Alene Smith +
m Cindy Lu Nelson Karin E. Lyng.. Victoria L. Snow Mark Roger Pflug .. AmandaRae F. Mailman INCLUSIVE SPECIAL EDUCATION.. Sara H. Sofranko • Aubrey Lynne Phillips Laura Erin McAndrew • Sarah Margarate Appleton Bachelor of Arts.. Thomas Robert 51. Hilaire jenra Catherine Ponte ... Rachel P. McLachlan .. Sara Margaret Carl.. Brandie Theresa Steele + Sarah lo Smith Jean Elizabeth Mooney + Patricia Grace Condon SPORT MANAGEMENT.. Stephanie Lisa Stern .. Alyssa Nicole Valentino jennifer Denise Mooney Cassandra Rene Crandall # Erica Ashley Raeppte.. Kristen G. Tangen Katherine M. VanAmburg .. Kristine R. Moskal ... Rachel Anne Donaldson Matthew George Angelo Taorminc
• Nicole Kristen Thomas • Kristin Rosemary Vespa Amanda Kim Nelson Ashlie Johanna Ellerson
m Melanie Nicole Tietjen + Kaci Marie Williams
.. Amelia Ae Soon Nelson # Dominic Esposito.. Joseph Troshan Amanda Nicole Wright + ... Doreen lvette Nieves w Matthew T. Fabrizio Bachelor of Science
• Leah M. Turner .. Jacob Aaron Yale Kimberly Beth Ostrander • Cecila Beth Galbraith
*** Amber Valenti Sarah M. Paduana
w Kevin James Galbreth ATHLETIC TRAINING.. Iaclyn Marie Valentino EARLY CHILDHOOD/CHILDHOOD • Kathryn Anne Palumbo Alissa Anne Hackett Sho Arai.. Deena Jean VanHousen EDUCATION Melanie Anne Papa .. Teneka LaNae Harmon Raymond Anton Babnik.. Randi Lynn Vaseleck Jessica Leigh Baruffo + Brittany L. Phalen Elizabeth Anne Inclima Kasey Cutler
Nikole Kristina Visconti Kayla Lynn Belknap
.. Sara Marie Pick .. Liza Christine Jacobson Jessica E, Dautner
Cara Patricia Walsh
... Brienna Arlene Blanchard Corissa Pittman .. Andrea Marie Kurtz Victoriano Franco III
Erin M. Walsh Amanda Lee Broadbent Farrah V, Predestin
.. Caley Lynn Kutz Justin Derek Harbst.. Rebecca Jean Wheaton • Ashley Ann Brown Brooke Marie Prislupsky .. Erik Lyle Larson # Sasha-Gay Harris.. jessica Nicole Wilson + .. Victoria Lynn Buckley .. Valerie A. Rolison Nicholas Frank Losito Ian Christopher Hurlburt
Erica A. Wissman Heather C. Clark Alaina Rose Sabia Jessie Lynn Mastracco Adam Christopher Huynh
Jennifer Wuestner
.. jessica Lyn Ccleruo *** Jennifer L. Salisbury Anthony Joseph Monico Rebecca A.lnfante +
Megan Elizabeth Yates KayLeigh Anna Cornell
#. Margaret L. Saunders • Jennifer Kristin Peter Rachel Beth lersky
Lauren Ashley Zilnicki Melanie Brame Cummings • Britni Alicia Sauter .. Kristina Marie Roach Elizabeth Rae Kirschbaum
# Danielle Lynn Ziobrowski + Brittany Nicole DeBlasio
... Heather R. Schowe .. Ashley Lynn Rogers .. Lauren B. Liddiard
Debra M, Zohler • Jo-Ann Elizabeth Deisinger m Cari Leigh Scoppa ... Erica May Webster Matthew Mahoney• Anne Marie Dlruro .. Lauren M. Sexton .. Kathleen Amanda Mitchell
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION • Brenna Lynn Dugan Rachae\ Mary Shetler Nicole Lynn Partacz
Stephen L. Askew jessica Lynn Dupree
.. Kori L. Sickles Christopher Floyd Raymond
• Nicole Lin Capo *** Katie Lee Fariello Chelsea Smolinsky Michael Thomas Reid.. Caitlin C. Cimino • Erin Elizabeth Fox m Amy Elizabeth Squadrito • Jonyshia Rochelle Scruggs
Lauren Joann Edwards
.. Jennifer Lynn Garcias Samantha Marie Stedman ... Alyssa L. Van Patten
Laura Grace Eriksson Tina Ann Hall
.. Katelyn Michele Swider + Carly Michelle Williams
Jessica Marie Harnish • Kristal A, Haupt Cindy Lou Switzer Frank Matthew Witkowski
Katherine C. Hatfield .. Kristen Ann Hess + ... Sarah Eileen Sydoriw
Helena Marie Ingersoll
.. Christina iervolino Alicia Marie Vinciguerra
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COMMUNITY HEALTH *** Hannah Bridget Murray ... Lauren Elizabeth Lenney " Jared Michael Hatz Jonathan Otto Wetzel, Stephenie M. Bintz Jamila Richards ~ Mallory Nichole Lesieur Douglas Heigh Felicia M. Wilkins
Martin G, Christofferson Jr. Stephanie A. Spirawk Kyle Robert Lumpkin +
, Daniel M. Jewell
Jason R. Decker Caitlin 0, Sullivan
,
Mallorie Anne Maguire
, Joshua Johnson RECREATION
Kelly Lynne Evans Marissa MalfJtano Matthew D. Kaufmann Adam J. Campbell
Kayla Jean Evers HUMAN SERVICE STUDIES
, Amanda R.Markow John F. King ... Amber Grace Busby-Luettger
Jonathan Michael Fillers ~ Alicia Dailey Christina Elena Mavronas John H. Korzyp Danlelle Marie Dunne
Meaghan K. Halliday Amanda L. Nye M. Yumi Macdonald James Weldon Lenhart
~ Amanda Florance
Sandra Alexa Hernandez
~,Deidre Hester Plumley David Montalbano Cody J. losie Patrick D, Foley, Amelia Ariel Kelly ... Malinda M. Rees Samantha Monty Matthew Allan Middleton Brett Allan Keating
Natalie Paige Lauraine Jamie Lynn Salerno Jared F. Newell Scott Richard Mooney MitcheliJ. Lemery, Angela Rose Lee Valene Starr Parrington + *** Thomas Philip Murray Christy Lynne Mott
Amy Elizabeth Mello KINESIOLOGY Jeffrey Paul James W Newman III Brittany L. Neider
Thalia Elie Nakouzi Justin Stephen Aives Jesse Michael Perotti
~ jonathan} Paladini Amanda Beth Peck
, Danielle Solomon Pyle Adam Jason Allen Hollie M. Petrus *** John A. Savini ~ Wendy Louise Richards, Alyssa Megan Quain Andrew S. Benedetto Brandon Alan Phelps Jamie Marie Schlierf Cara Elizabeth Rowlands
Sarnantha l. Raineri Justine Nicole Blel ~ James G. Richburg Dane Alexander Schreiner Jennifer Lynn Smiley
lema Marie Rauber Kathleen Ann Birch + ~ Tyler S, Shimizu ~ Emily Elizabeth Scudder, Shannon Lauret Regan ~,Amanda Lee Birdsall Nicholas Isidro Sires Edward James Southworth RECREATION MANAGEMENT
Kristy Ann Rotola Michael S. Blakely Phillip J. Steinkraus Valerie Dee Tcimpidis Henry N. Cevallos
~ Brett Ryder Alexis Lewrena Bogart Matthew S. Therrien Robert David Veltre Timothy V. Challis Jr.
Danelle N. Shattuck Michael Robert Brtotte Lynn Thyngoc Tran Aaron M. Zajac
~ Sarah E. Hell
Ashley M. Weaver Daniel J. Brown John Robert Trapani Thomas C. McLaughlin,
Ryan A. Campo ~ Kindra lane! Tripp OUTDOOR RECREATION ~ Charles W. Rhode
HEALTH SCIENCE ~ Brendan S. Clarke Meghan Marie Ward Meghan Ann Codd Daniell. Shearin
Lisa Nicole Bast Shaun Michael Clouse Dustin William White John F. Cooney Steven M. Simmons
Aaron Michael Batchelder
, Timothy M. Combs Andrew Nicholas Zis William Edwards Dayton Michael D. Warne,
Maria S. Blum Peter James Courtney janet M. Famularo
Jacqueline N. Bodnar Joseph Francis Cundari KINESIOLOGY, fiTNESS DEVELOPMENT Vanessa jane Gibson SPEECH AND HEARING SCIENCE
David L. Colagiovannl Jeffrey Thomas Delisle Michael Keith Aidala Maria E. Hart
~ Nicolle Samantha Arcara
, Kailee Y. Danford Philip Andre Dreyhaupt Ko]o Dwumfuor Boateng Maureen Margaret Matejcik Curtis Lance Arena~,Kirby Meredith Edick Osazuwa B. Edobor Matthew Michael DiDone Jeremy W. Norsen Danielle S. Buscemi
Caitlin Elizabeth Farrell Megan Fearon *** Jeffrey Cole Duke Kayleigh Ann Quell
~ Nancy Elizabeth DiMaggio
, Leah Elizabeth Horning Jason Shaun Gellman ~ Matthew John Edwards Richard Edward Quest
, Laura Marie Emerling
Melissa Marie Howcraft Alyssa Ella George James R. Eichas Jenny Lynn Rutledge Kathryn Rose FitzGerald
Christopher H. Kaigh Shannon M. Hakes Bradley Joseph Ettinger
~ Ashley Sherlock Rachel Marie Flynn
Brittany Michelle Kelly Melissa Susan Hrynyk Nicholas Anthony Faust
, Brett Michael Smith Ana D. Gomon
, Jessica Liberto Shannon Melissa lakimer Duncan C. Forbes , Kristen Nicole Sullivan ~ Michaela A. Granato
Lindsey Noelle Maliani
~,Matthew P. Kattell Daniel S. Guanzon Thomas Charles Szevin ... Heather Ashley Hankinson +
jayne Ann Molano ... Macey Lynn Kolczynski Luke joseph Guanzon Jacqueline Kay Thomson Melissa Marie Hillock
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'-
.. Leah A. Kadlecik Damon l. Arnold Nicole M. Henry Sean M. Ryan Bachelor of Science in•• Sara Elizabeth Krukowski Nicole Leigh Baker Andrew Scott Herrmann .. Brittani Danyelle Sahm Education
Kristen Marie Kutza Gregory Donald Barcomb Daniel A. Hershelman David Joseph Sanquiche II
William M. Lopez .. Steven James Bartkowski .. Flynn Hill Justin A- Schneidman HEALTH EDUCATION
Lisa Marie Malave • Ronald A. Beach Jr Matthew John Hipenbecker ... Michael V. Schoene berger II + .. Stephanie Lauren Abrams.. Amy Elizabeth Marasia Joseph J Bellardini Timothy Michael Holder Darrel Sharqi Kathleen Ann Birch +
Brittni Anne Marco Bryan Matthew Berman • Nicholas Craig Hurst .. Shaun Michael Sheftic .. Kara Ann Carapelta
Sarah Ann Meade Paul Michael Bogin Adarnlensen Joseph Michael Shepard Kelly Maureen Chase• Briana M. Miner Joshua Aerin Britt Terron Amir Jones • Alexander Peter Sidari • Alicia Ann Colangelo.. Jennifer Irene Polan Larissa Brodman Michael Andrew Kasel Michael Skeats Michelle Curry.. Lindsey M. Ouenvllle • John Otis Burt Jr. James L. Kazalski .. David Paul Smith Samantha B. Dieffenbach
Patrick I. Richardson *** Michael Gregory Campagnone • Adam B. Krause Kyle Robert Smith .. Jessica Marie Elliott.. Alyssalean Riehle Daniel Francis Caputo .. James Anthony Lastraglio Michael E, Sourwine Margaret Hartmann• Kiera Noreen Rosa John Joseph Carey *** Andrianna Lynn Lyons .. Ian Patrick Storie Cristina Marie Hoffman
Alyson Cara Shapiro .. Michael A. Casabona .. Todd Anthony Malone Pedro Angel Suarez ... Sara Elizabeth Gleisle
Brianna Lynne Shost Sean Harris Cassin Joshua D. Mastin Shawn Michael Sweers Angela N. Knight
Natalie Ann Sloboda m Vito J. Cataldo Erin Taylor McCartan Bryan Patrick Thomas • Caitlin D. Lawrence
Corissa Nicole Timpone Antonia Leah Cianfrocco .. Gabriel]. McNaughton Fhorrasl. Tintle • Alyssa Angeline Oliveri.. Rachel Marie White • Daniel Francis Connerton Patrick John Meany • Nicholas Robert Tricarico Peter A. Ostrander.. Tory Irene Wooden .. Nicholas Anthony Croce Matthew Alan Melasky Amy M. Troutman Amanda Renee Reynolds.. Shane D. Crossett Lawrence Michael Miller .. Brittany Lee Vogel Allison R. Seguin
SPEECH AND LANGUAGE DISABILITIES .. Cameron B. Daniels Michael Eric Millstein Joseph w. Walker Jr. Anthony james Slack.. Kathryn Marie Ajaeb • Geoffrey Randall Deluca Edward Morin Geoffrey Warren Nicholas Spataro... Ashley Marie Amodio Brett Daniel deManincor Jimmy O. Munsie Brian J. Willis
• Traci Ann Armstrong • Robert P. Desz Benjamin Edison Nagle Nicholas J. Wilson PHYSICAL EDUCATION.. Sarah Daniele Bilodeau • Edward J Dillon Brendan Thomas Neary Chisato Yomodo Brian Abrams• Alysia Marie Damin .. Lindsay Michele Dunlap Amber Lynn Novakowski Jeffrey R. Albanesius• Claire Bernadette Delargy Austin Hunter Dunne *** Joseph Edward Pascarella THERAPEUTIC RECREATION .. Daniel Paul Alfonso
Erin Keaveney johnjoseph Egan III • Matthew J. Passiatore Emily Anne Balles ... Kelsey M, Allen.. Stephanie A. Maselli Steven N. Femia Jessica A. Patti • Lauren Leigh Blackburn Giuseppe Alviano
Hannah Suzanne Myrdek • Cesidio Salvatore Finocchi • Nicole Danielle Pinkowski Christopher L. Grim Kristen Violet Aston-Reese• Samantha L Reuter .. Bryan Patrick Fitzgibbon *** Alexander E. Platin .. lenna Leeann Holden Thomas E. Atkins Jr.
Marie Sara Rubio Connor W. Fleming • Michael M. Porter Catherine A. Maczko Christopher Atkinson
Molly Elizabeth Fogarty James R. Rennlson ... Deanna Michelle Moore Timothy J. Aubertine
SPORT MANAGEMENT Jessica Anne Garcilazo Joseph Reynolds Brendan Thomas Rafferty Michael Anthony Augustyn.. Gregory Sean Abdallah Kyle Matthew Garland • Elisabeth Anne Roberge Katy Anne Rendinaro Joseph c. Bak.. David James Aitken • Jarrett Gold • Sarah F. Rosario • Kara Leigh Schell ace .. Adam G. Baker• Derek C. Allen • Ryan Kenneth Gould Sonia Claire Rosario .. Jennifer E. Stark • Daniel Robert Ballou
Daniel Nee Alvarez Isaiah J. Gregory Matthew Michael Rose • Elizabeth Kelly Vehring Bryan Bartilucci• Anthony Aquilina Scott David Hebert Zachary P. Rutkowski .. Sarah Lynn Wryk Justin M. Battino
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Heather Berman Ronald C. Evans Nicholas J. IZIO Jr. ~ jason Robert Moore • Jessica Ann Smith
Bret D. Bilyeu Mark William Faiella Kevin W. Jackson • Tyler J. Moore Steven John Smith
Gino Joseph Bisceglia Christopher Bernard Fallon Jacob Joseph Johnson Regina Melissa Morgan Edward Robert Spillett
Andrew Scott Bombard Richard Paul Ferrer Jennifer L Jones • Daniel K. Murphy ~ Theresa M. Staab
Elizabeth Mary Bongiovanni Krlstofer C. Fetter • David Benjamin Kamen • Jack Martin Murphy Richard F. Sternkopf Jr.
Ryan Eric Boor ~ Michael Robert Bckbohm David Ross Kantrowitz • Lauren Rae Murphy • Ryan Christopher Strader~ Laura Elizabeth Boucher Jessie Lee Ford Kaitlyn M. Kelly Christopher P.O'Connor • Bethany J. Studt
Nathaniel Bouie Jr. • Kristi B. Freitag Sean Edward Kennedy Lindsay lanell Osman Andrew Ryan Taggart.~Andrew Michael Bretsch ~ Jesse C. Frisbie Kevin Patrick Keown Jasmin Marie Pack Kelly A. Taggart
Vincent G. Brites Jennifer Marie Gall Kevin Michael Khederian Frank William Padolecchia II Matthew William Temme
Andrew J Brusso Erin Teresa Gallagher ~ Katlyn Mary Kilkeary ~ William Andrew Page *** Jennifer Leigh Thorpe
Thomas Burke ~ Ashley Elizabeth Gansle ~ Michael R. Koral Valene Starr Parrlngton + • Lauren Anne Tinger
• Matthew Patrick Canty Christopher H. Garcia Nicholas Robert Lalera • Michael R. Peachman Michael R. Turcios~ Brian S. Card ~ Carolyn Ann Gates David J. Landesberg Allison Elizabeth Pelcher Jonathan 1. Tuttle
• Kristen Marie Cayea Cameron Michael Gee • Dylan Michael Latchford Stephen H. Perez ~ Dustin Verga
• Robert L. Cioffi John Douglas Germano Richard Joseph Lee ~ Matthew J. Petitte Christopher Joseph Vincent
Megan P. Clare Joseph A. Gigliotti • Zachary Dean Lehman Rachel C Phillips • Stephanie N, Wagar
Michael Wayne Compton Michael Charles Gimblette • Jason Leslie Megan Lee Podsiedlik Alexander M. Walsh
Timothy Lee Cornell Anthony Edward Giuliano ~ Miles Paul Levesque Jolene Elizabeth Quinta ~ jlllian Marie Walsh
Jordan H. Costa • Joseph C GiZZi ~ Katie Anne Lewis Giuseppe V. Ragonese ~ Grace M. Warren
Marcus R. Cronin • Cassandra J. Graczyk Robert Louis Linhart • Brittney C. Reed jcnra Marie Wenk
Ashley Catherine Crozier Alexander Chase Greenberg Amanda E. Link ~ Rachel Sophia Retle *** Bart Matthew White
Vincent L Cuvlello Jr. Nicholas J. Groover Nicole]. Lippert Efrain Reyes Keith Richard Whitmarsh
Richard D'AmicoJr. • Zachary D. Grulich Angela Jean Lorello Rolando Reyes Joseph D. Widrick
Amanda Maureen Davey ~ Daniel Patrick Guido Geoffrey S. Loughrey Eddie Riccio ~ Sarah M. Wignall
• Philip Garner DeHuff - Lisa Marie Guth Kyle Robert Lumpkin + Christopher Michael Rickert Bryan Michael Wiley
William F. Deloe Luke Kevin Hagen Carlos Jr. Malave Christopher L. Ricotta Brittany Evelyn Wilson
Christopher George DeLuca • Scott Carl Hamlin • Joseph Christopher Manaseri Courtney Anne Roberts Phillip Matthew Wiltshire
Joseph Anthony DeLutri)r. C Patrick Pierce Hayes *** Nicholas Mackenzie Mangan ~ Dana M. Roberts ~ Valerie Winberry
Brandon Joseph DeRosa Christopher M. Heim Jennifer Lynn Mann Aaron M. Rose Patrick P.Wingler~ Frank L. DiPasquale • Lauren Elizabeth Heiman • Amy E Marks ~ Scott P.Scardino Christie Marie Wright~ Emerald Ashleigh Dotn Allison Jean Hili John J. Marotta John M. Schillinger ~ Britney J. Zaczek
Kelsey Jean Dolan • Curt Hoffart Christine L McCabe • Kyle A. Schimizzi Justin Leland Zaiff
• Michael Timothy Douglas • Alyssa Marie Hoover Samantha Carolina McLaughlin Kacie Megan Schulman Frank M. Zambrano
Thomas J. Dubatowka • Kevin Paul Hores • Mallory Catherine Michaels Andrew Joseph Schwert
Keith O. Dunbar - Alison N. Houghtaling • Christopher Angel Moljo • Zachary E. Shambo SENIORS WHO HAYE EARNED~ Michael R. Dutra • Ashley M. Hughes ~ lema Lynn Monahan ~ Caitlin Ann Sharkey MILITARY COMMISSION
• Andrew J. Ehle Allison A. Hyland Dayna Marie Moneta ~ Megan Anita Jane Shirey Christopher William Spencer, Army ROTC
Ryan William Elsasser Christopher Adam Infante • Pamela A. Monnier Colan P. Shue • Gina Nam Smith, Army ROTC





The processional begins with the all-college gonfalonier, who leads in
the faculty, followed by the schools of arts and sciences, education
and professional studies gonfaloniers, who lead in the students. The
processional concludes when the mace bearer brings in the platform party,
which consists of members of the College's administration and faculty
leadership, the College Council, visiting dignitaries and honorees.
THE MACE
The mace is a ceremonial staff used as a symbol of authority. The mace
bearer precedes the platform party and places the mace on a special stand
where it remains while the official proceedings of Commencement are
under way. SUNY Cortland's mace, the "Torch of Learning," is made of silver
and rosewood and was created by local silversmithJohn Marshall.
THE GONFALONS
The four bright banners carried in the academic procession are called
gonfalons. The red, white, black and grey gonfalon represents the College;
in blue, grey and burgundy it represents the School of Arts and Sciences; in
blue, purple and black it represents the School of Education; and in peach
and green it represents the School of Professional Studies,
The gonfalons were designed by LibbyKowalski,professor emerita of art and
art history, and KathyMaher, a 1984SUNYCortland graduate. The standards
were made by BardPrentiss, associate professor emeritus of art and art
history, and). EricKroot. Materials were provided by the Gilbert and Mary
CahillFoundation and the late Rozanne M. Brooks,distinguished teaching
professor emerita of sociology/anthropology.
REGALIA
Commencement lends itself to the pageantry of an academic procession
rooted in medieval times. The gowns and hoods worn by faculty members,
candidates for graduation and platform dignitaries distinguish the
institution from which the wearer was or will be graduated, the level of the
degree earned and the field of learning.
In1985,American colleges established a standard code of academic
dress, specifying three types of gowns. The gown for the bachelor's degree
has pointed sleeves, the gown for the master's degree has an oblong sleeve
with the front part cut in an are, and the gown for the doctoral degree
has bell-shaped sleeves. The doctoral gown also is trimmed in velvet.
The hood's inner lining,which folds out at the back and center, indicates
the colors of the institution granting the degree, while the border, which
comes around to the front of the neck, represents the field of learning.
The black mortarboard cap is standard. Its only distinguishing feature is a
gold tassel worn by holders of the doctoral degree.
THE HONORS MEDALLION
The graduates wearing silver medallions with red ribbons have completed
the SUNYCortland Honors Program. To complete the Honors Program, a
student must take 24 credit hours of honors courses, engage in 40 hours of
community service, maintain a cumulative grade point average of 3.2, and
complete an honors thesis during hs or her senior year.
THE KENTE STOLE
The Kente stole is a rich, multicolored, handwoven style of cloth that
originated in Ghana, West Africa, and is revered throughout the Africana
world. It is traditionally worn during important national ceremonies.
The colors, patterns and ideogramatic images of the Kente stole impart
information about the wearer and highlight the importance of an event
or a ceremony. Similar to the academic hood, the Kente stole is relatively
new to commencement ceremonies in the United States and signifies and
symbolizes higher education's connection to the rich cultures, intellectual
traditions and academic achievements of the Africana world,
SPECIAL PERSON DESIGNATION
AUgraduates can desgnare a special person who has been instrumental in
helping them achieve their higher education goals. This individual'sname
is read along with the graduate's name as he or she walks across the stage
at the Commencement ceremony. Students who choose to name a special
person do so when they apply for their degree.
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT FLAGS
Graduating international students present their national flag to the
president during the Commencement ceremony. In the past, flags
representing Anguilla,Canada, China, Colombia, Cypress, France, Gambia,
India,Japan, Nepal, Mali, Peru, South Korea and Turkey were received.
During the Commencement ceremony, the flags are displayed on stage and.
afterward they are exhibited in the lobby of Corey Union.
Seniors Who Have Received Academic Recognition
The following list reflects participants in the Honors Program. members of College-wide rather than
departmental honor societies. and recipients of awards and scholarships presented primarily at the
annual Honors Convocation ceremony. This list only includes a portion of the awards available to
students on campus.
Aarnio, Eugene William, Alpha Sigma Lambda Honor
Society, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Abdallah, Gregory Sean, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Abrams, Stephanie Lauren, 2010 Ross L. Allen Award
Ahart, Peter Giles, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Aitken, David James, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Alderman, Amanda Louise, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Alessi, Anna Barbara, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society
Allen, Kelsey M., Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society. 2011
Dorothy Arnsdorff Award
Amodio, Ashley Marie, Alpha Sigma Lambda Honor
Society, 2010 Judith Smith Kelemenlunlor Award, 2011
Communication Disorders and Sciences Professional
Promise Award
Anderson, Sara Shae, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Ano, Nichole Marie, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society, Tau
Sigma Honor Society
Appel, Charles Ryan, 2.010Senior Academic Achievement
Award
Arcara, Nicolte Samantha, Honors Program. Phi Eta
Sigma Honor Society. 2011Kathleen W. Green Award,
2011Honors Program Award
Arnone, Kelsey, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Aurilio, Ashley Aaron, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society, 2.010
M. Eugene Bierbaum Award, 2.011Outstanding Senior
Award, 2011Alpha Kappa PhijAgonian Scholarship
Baccile.joshua A., Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society, 2010
Chemical Rubber Company (C.R.C) Press Award for
Outstanding Student in General Chemistry, 2011Merck
Award for Outstanding Student in Organic Chemistry,
2011Top Graduating Senior in Chemistry
Baker, Adam G., Tau Sigma Honor Society
Baker, Kevin Vincent, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Basile, Sarah, Tau Sigma Honor Society. 2010 Rev. Edward
J. Oueron Award. 2011Robert Rhodes '53 Award
Bathke, Meghan lynne, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society
Battista, Dawn M" Alpha Sigma lambda Honor Society,
Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Battista, Stephanie A., Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society, Phi
Kappa Phi Honor Society
Bedford, Barbara E., Alpha Sigma lambda Honor Society,
2011Non-Traditional Student Major Achievement
Award
Bergquist, Krista Ellen, Phi Beta Delta Honor Society for
International Scholars
Berman, Heather, Honors Program. 2011Honors Program
Award
Best, Jeremiah Jonathan, Alpha Sigma lambda Honor
Society. Tau Sigma Honor Society
Birdsall, Amanda Lee, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society. 2011
Outstanding Senior Student in Kinesiology. 2011Senior
Academic Achievement Award
Boden, Lauren Ashley, Phi Beta Delta Honor Society for
International Scholars
Breitfeller, Thomas James, 2011Senior Psychology Major
Achievement Award
Buckley, Breanna Kate, 2011laura Horsman '90 Memorial
Award
Buckley, Vietoria lynn, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Burns, Kara K., Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Busby-luettger, Amber Grace, Alpha Sigma lambda
Honor Society, 2011Harlan "Gold" Metcalf Award, 2011
John A. MacPhee Scholarship
Bush, Justin E., Alpha Sigma Lambda Honor Society
Callahan, Faith Lauren, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Campagnone, Michael Gregory, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Campbell, Steven R., Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Card, Brian S., Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Cataldo, Vito J., 2011Senior Academic Achievement
Award
Chappy, lawrence Morris, Honors Program, 2011Honors
Program Award
Chodkowski, Nicole, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society.
Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society, 2009 and 2010 Past
Presidents Scholarship, 2011Outstanding Student
Research In Biological Sciences, 2011William Joseph
Phelps '69 Award
Clark, Katherine Gail, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Class, Dennis Rene, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Conroy, Corinne Angelica, Phi Beta Delta Honor Society
for International Scholars
Cooney, John F., Phi Beta Delta Honor Society for
International Scholars. 2011John 'jack" MacPhee Award
Copello, Atina L,Tau Sigma Honor Society
Corten, Amandine Marie, Phi Beta Delta Honor Society
for International Scholars, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Cozier, Kristyn N., Honors Program
Cuce, Steven W., Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society
Curry, Michael A., 2010 Junior Psychology Major
Achievement Award
Curry, Trevor, 2009 Past Presidents Scholarship
Seniors Who Have Received Academic Recognition
Daley, lauren, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society, Phi Kappa
Phi Honor Society, 2011Chair's Award for Academic
Excellence
Dauch, Kyle Joseph, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Davis, Shannon Louise, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Decker,Jason R., 2011Leonard T. Gath Award
DelMedico, Lisa Marie, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
DeVito, Ashley Anne, Tau Sigma Honor Society
DiMaggio, Nancy Elizabeth, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Oi Russo, Lauren Marie, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society
Ditch, Rachel E., Tau Sigma Honor Society
Donaldson, Rachel Anne, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society,
Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Doris, Lindsay Taylor, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society
Dormandy Jr., David John, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society,
Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Driscoll, Breanne M., Phi Beta Delta Honor Society for
International Scholars
Duke,jeffrey Cole, Alpha Sigma Lambda Honor Society,
2011Outstanding Senior Student in Kinesiology: Fitness
Development
Dunlap, Lindsay Michele, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Duran, Ali Can, Phi Beta Delta Honor Society for
International Scholars, 2011Academic Excellence in
Economics
Dutra, Michael R., Tau Sigma Honor Society
Dwyer, Melissa Marie, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society,
Eaton, jolene-Mychal Ann, 2010 Leonard F. Ralston
Award, 2011Walter Hanchett Award
Edick, Kirby Meredith, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society, Tau
Sigma Honor Society
Edwards, Lauren joann, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Elliott,jessica Marie, 2011Charles N. Poskanzer Award
Evans, Kayla M., 2009 Rev. Edward J. O'Heron Award. 2010
Marion C. Thompson Memorial Scholarship
Fabrizio, Matthew T., Alpha Sigma Lambda Honor
Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Fairchild, Heather Marie, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society
Faulkner, Katelynn Marie, 2011Thomas O. Mwanika
Award
Ferrer, Richard Paul, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Fickbohm, Michael Robert, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society,
Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society, 2011Francisl. Moench '16
Award
Fitzgerald, Eleanor Elizabeth, Phi Beta Delta Honor
Society for International Scholars
FitzGerald, Kathryn Rose, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society
Fitzgibbon, Bryan Patrick, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society
Florance, Amanda, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Flynn, Rachel Marie, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society
Forward, Andrea l., Honors Program, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society, 2011
William Rogers Memorial Award for Excellence in
Political Science, 2011Honors Program Award
Frerking, Erica, Honors Program, Phi Beta Delta Honor
Society for International Scholars, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society, 2008 Peter
Eisenhardt '67 Award for Excellence in World First,
2009 Alpha Delta Junior Scholarship, 2009 Honors
Program Achievement Award, 2010 Sidney R.Waldron
Award for Academic Excellence, 2010 UUP Scholarship,
2011Phi Beta Delta International Honor Society Award
for Internationalization, 2011Sidney R.Waldron Award
for Academic Excellence, 2011Honors Program Award.
2011Chancellor's Award for Student Excellence
Frisbie, jesse C., Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Galbreth, Kevin james, Alpha Sigma Lambda Honor
Society, Tau Sigma Honor Society, 2010 Senior
Academic Achievement Award
Garcias, jennifer Lynn, Alpha Sigma Lambda Honor
Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Garvey, Erin Elizabeth, 2011Senior Award for Academic
Excellence
Gates, Carolyn Ann, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society, Phi
Kappa Phi Honor Society
Geyer,john Richard, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society, Phi
Kappa Phi Honor Society Harris, Sasha·Gay, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Ginley, Erica Michele, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Gleisle, Sara Elizabeth, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society, Tau
Sigma Honor Society, 2011Ross L. Allen Award
Goodwin, Caitlin Cowling, Alpha Sigma Lambda Honor
Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Graber, Eric Vincent, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Grace, joseph Gerald, Alpha Sigma Lambda Honor
Society, 2011William H. Reynolds Award for
Outstanding Achievement in Mathematics by a Senior,
2011Senior Academic Achievement Award
Granato, Michaela A., Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society
Green, Barbara Ann, Honors Program, Tau Sigma Honor
Society, 2011Honors Program Award
Greenland, Rebecca Diane, PhI Beta Delta Honor
Society for International Scholars
Guth, Lisa Marie, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Haggerty, Daniel G., Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Hankinson, Heather Ashley, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society, 2010 Judith Smith
Kelemen Memorial Scholarship: Senior Award, 2010
Senior Academic Achievement Award, 2011Honors
Program Award
Harrington, Heather T., Phi Beta Delta Honor Society
for International Scholars, 2008 Composition Portfolio
Award
Hartmann, Margaret, 2011Gustave B. Timmel Award
Hayes, MacKenzie Brooke, 2011Dellvan)anik Award for
Excellence in Undergraduate Shakespeare Studies
Hess, Kristen Ann, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society
Heuschneider, Kristen Alina, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Hill, Flynn, 2011Honors Program Award
Hoffart, Curt, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Houghtaling, Alison N., Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Howard, Amanda Marlene, Alpha Sigma Lambda Honor
Society, 2009 Senior Academic Achievement Award,
2010Marilou B. Wright '68 Memorial Scholarship
Howard,john Hayes, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Hudson, Haley jean, Phi Beta Delta Honor Society for
International Scholars
Inserillo, Daniel R., 2011Aldo Leopold Award
[eon, Haneul, Phi Beta Delta Honor Society for
International Scholars, 2011Andrew M. Banse Award
jones,jennifer L., 2010 Leonard T. Gath Award
Kane, Sarah, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Kiernan, Allyson Elizabeth, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Kim, ji Eun, Alpha Sigma Lambda Honor Society, Phi Beta
Delta Honor Society for International Scholars, Tau
Sigma Honor Society. 2010Gerald N. DiGiusto Senior
Scholarship for Excellence in Studio Art
Koiczynski, Macey lynn, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society,
Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Koral, Michael R., Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Kurtz, Rikki lauren, Tau Sigma Honor Society
lainhart, Myriah A., Tau Sigma Honor Society
lambertson, Courtney Wynne, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
lamon, DanyeUe Arianne, Tau Sigma Honor Society
lanning, Maeve E., Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society, 2011
Faculty Award for Academic Achievement
Larson, Erik Lyle, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Lawrence, Caitlin D., Tau Sigma Honor Society
lawrence, Kendall Marie, Honors Program, 2011Honors
Program Award
Lenney, lauren Elizabeth, 2010Senior Academic
Achievement Award
Lesieur, Mallory Nichole, Honors Program, Phi Kappa Phi
Honor Society, 2011Honors Program Award
Lewis, Katie Anne, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Liberati, Loren j., Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society
Liddiard, Lauren B., Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society, 2010
John L. Sciera '52 Memorial Scholarship
Loveless, Kerri Lynn, Phi Beta Delta Honor Society for
International Scholars, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society,
2011Anthropology Award for Outstanding Academic
Achievement
lu, Ying, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Lutz, jennifer R., Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
MacPherson, Alexandrina Marie, Tau Sigma Honor
Society, 2011Psychology Research Award
Mailman, AmandaRae F., Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Maki, Melissa Marie, Alpha Sigma Lambda Honor
Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society. 2010 and 2011
Roz:anne M. Brooks Sociology Award for Outstanding
Academic Achievement
Malikowski, Thomas Michael, Honors Program, Phi
Kappa Phi Honor Society, 2009 Honors Program
Achievement Award, 2010Past Presidents Scholarship,
2011Alpha Kappa Phi/Agonian Scholarship, 2011Honors
Program Award
Mancusi, Mark Stephen, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society,
Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Mangan, Nicholas Mackenzie, Tau Sigma Honor Society,
2009 Senior Academic Achievement Award
Manning, Amanda Sue, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Marasia, Amy Elizabeth, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Maselli, Stephanie A., Tau Sigma Honor Society
Mayosky, Cassandra, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society, Phi
Kappa Phi Honor Society
Mazzarisi, Lee Ann, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
McCauley, Andrew Raymond, Honors Program, Phi
Kappa Phi Honor Society, 2011Honors Program Award
McMann, Kelly c., Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
McNaughton, Gabrielj., Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society
Middleton, Kendra L., Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society,
Tau Sigma Honor Society, 2011Award for Outstanding
Achievement in Criminology
Miner, Katelyn Elizabeth, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Minihan, Meghanjoan, Phi Beta Delta Honor Society for
International Scholars, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Mitchell, Kathleen Amanda, Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society
Mohr, jessica A., Honors Program, Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society, 2011Honors Program Award
Monahan,jenna Lynn, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Mooney, jean Elizabeth, Phi Beta Delta Honor Society
for International Scholars
Moore, Deanna Michelle, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Murphy, Lauren Rae, Honors Program, 2011Honors
Program Award
Murray, Hannah Bridget, 2010Senior Academic
Achievement Award, 2011Katherine Allen Whitaker
Award
Murray, Thomas Philip, Alpha Sigma Lambda Honor
Society
Nelson, Amelia Ae Soon, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society
Nelson, Cindy Lu, Alpha Sigma Lambda Honor Society,
Tau Sigma Honor Society
Neri, Scott Edward, Phi Beta Delta Honor Society for
International Scholars, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Nieves, Doreen Ivette, Tau Sigma Honor Society, 2010
Alpha Deltalunior Scholarship, 2011Senior Academic
Achievement Award
Nolan, Sean M, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society, Phi Kappa
Phi Honor Society, 2011Outstanding Senior Physics
Major Award
Nowetner, Colleen jeannine, Alpha Sigma Lambda
Honor Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Oaks, Monica M., Tau Sigma Honor Society
O'Hare, Megan Elizabeth, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society
Olderstein, Kevin Michael, 2009 Award for Excellence
in English Second Language Scholarship, 2011Olive C.
Fish Award
O'Neil, Rory W., Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society, Tau Sigma
Honor Society
Seniors Who Have Received Academic Recognition
Onorato, Brittany M., Phi Beta Delta Honor Society
for International Scholars. 2011Ann C Allen Memorial
Award
Palmer, Cassandra M., Tau Sigma Honor Society
Panaro, Lori Ann, Honors Program. 2011Honors Program
Award
Paoli, Jessica Lynn, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society
Pascarella, Joseph Edward, Alpha Sigma Lambda Honor
Society
Pauli, Samantha Caitlin, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society,
Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Pelcher, Allison Elizabeth, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society
Perkins, Kara L., 2008 Senior Academic Achievement
Award
Perry, Abigail Odessa, Tau Sigma Honor Society, 2010
Marion C Thompson Memorial Scholarship
Peter.Jennifer Kristin, 2011Cortland's Urban Recruitment
of Educators (CURE) Award
Phalen, Brittany L., Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society
Pick, Sara Marie, Tau Sigma Honor Society, 2011 Tau
Sigma National Honor Society Scholarship
Pilacky, Jennifer B., Alpha Sigma Lambda Honor Society,
2011 Award for Outstanding Achievement in Law and
Justice
Place, Margaret Dorothy, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society,
Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society, 2008 Peter Eisenhardt '67
Award for Excellence First!
Polan,Jennifer Irene, 2011 Alpha Kappa Phi/Agonian
Scholarship
Polhamus, Nicholasj., Tau Sigma Honor Society
Poveromo,Jacquelene, Francis Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society
Predestin, Farrah V., Tau Sigma Honor Society
Pulver, Marjorie Elizabeth, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Pytel, Lauren Kaitlin, Honors Program. 2011 Honors
Program Award
Quain,jeffrey Michael, 2011 Pi Sigma Alpha Senior Award
for Best PortfoliO
Quenville, Lindsey M., Tau Sigma Honor Society
Raedy, Kathleen Elizabeth, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Raepple, Erica Ashley, 2011 Outstanding Senior Student
in Sport Management
Rankin, Matthew j., 2010 Aldo Leopold Award
Rappazzo, ALexandria Adeline, Honors Program
Rees, Malinda M., Alpha Sigma Lambda Honor Society,
Phi Kappa Phi Honor SOCiety, Tau Sigma Honor
Society, 2010 Alpha DeltaJunior Scholarship, 2011
Human Service Studies Award for Outstanding
Academic Achievement, 20n Alpha Kappa Phi!Agonian
Scholarship, 2011 Composition Award
Rhode, Charles W., Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Richards, Wendy Louise, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Richardson, Nicole, Honors Program, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society, 2010
James F. Casey '50 Scholarship, 2011 Honors Program
Award
Richburg, james G., Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Ricklefs, Theresa Catherine, Alpha Sigma Lambda Honor
Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Riehle, Alyssa jean, 2011 Chancellor's Award for Student
Excellence
Robbins, Douglas Peter, Tau Sigma Honor Society, 2011
Adams-Hill Theatre Award
Romano, Sandra M., Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Rosa, Kiera Noreen, 2010 Harriet Bentley Memorial
Scholarship
Rouse, Caitlin, Honors Program, 2011 Honors Program
Award
Sahm, Brittani Danyelle, Honors Program
Salisbury, Jennifer L., Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society,
Tau Sigma Honor Society, 2009 Alpha Deitalunior
Scholarship, 2010 Kendra Nelson Memorial Award, 2011
Senior Academic Achievement Award
Santiago, Daniel Dillon, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Saunders, Margaret L., Alpha Sigma Lambda Honor
Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Savini,John A., Tau Sigma Honor Society, 2010
Outstanding Senior Student in Kinesiology: Fitness
Development
Scagnelli, Christopher Stephen, Honors Program, 2011
Honors Program Award
Scala, Christina T., Honors Program, 2011 Honors Program
Award
Schnirel, Rebecca Lynn, 2008 Peter Eisenhardt '67 Award
for Excellence in Our Storied Land, 2010 Alpha Delta
Junior Scholarship, 2010 Past Presidents Scholarship
Schoeneberger II, Michael V., Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society, 2010 Award for
Outstanding Achievement in Law and Justice, 2011
Chancellors Award for Student Excellence
Schowe, Heather R., Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society. Tau
Sigma Honor Society
Schuerlein, Benjamin M., 2011 Outstanding Teacher
Potential in Biological Sciences
Scoppa, Cari Leigh, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Shaut, Kayla Elizabeth, 2010 Past Presidents Scholarship
Shea, Kelly Ann, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Shirey, Megan Anitajane, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Sickles, Kori L., Tau Sigma Honor Society
Simmons,Jessica Lynn, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Singer, Danielle N., Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society, 2010 Pi
Sigma AlphaJunior Award for Best Paper, 2010 Pi Sigma
Alpha Junior Award for Best Portfolio, 2011 Chancellor's
Award for Student Excellence
Sinprasith, justine, 2010 Van Akin Burd Prize
Slator, Daniel Ramyrrl, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Sloboda, Natalie Ann, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society. Phi
Kappa Phi Honor Society
Smith, Caitlin Noel, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Sofranko, Sara H., Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society, Phi
Kappa Phi Honor Society
Squadrito, Amy Elizabeth, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Steele, Brandie Theresa, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society
Stefura, Janet, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Strader, Ryan Christopher, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society
Switzer, Cindy Lou, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Sydoriw, Sarah Eileen, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society. Tau
Sigma Honor Society
Talbot, Rebecca leigh, 2011Computer Applications
Academic Achievement Award, 2011Fred Hangalr.
Memorial Award for Excellence in Business Economics
Tangen, Kristen G., Honors Program, Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society, 2011Honors Program Award
Tasoz, Onat, Phi Beta Delta Honor Society for
International Scholars
Teachout, Adrienne Hope, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society,
Tau Sigma Honor SOCiety, 2010 H. Kendall Reynolds
Memorial Scholarship
Thomas, Nicole Kristen, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Thorpe, Jennifer leigh, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society,
2010 Dr.l. Robert '58 and Maureen Johnson
Professional Studies Scholarship
Tietjen, Melanie Nicole, Phi Beta Delta Honor Society
for International Scholars, Phi Eta Sigma Honor SOCiety,
Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Tilin, Kelsey Broderick, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society
Finger, Lauren Anne, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Tripp, Kindra Ianel, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society, Phi
Kappa Phi Honor Society
Tropiano, Christina Rose, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society,
2009 Past Presidents Scholarship
Trcshan.jeseph, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Tutino, Danielle Ann, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Valenti, Adrienne, 2011Academic Achievement and
Service Award
Valenti, Amber, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Valentine, Jonathan Gary, 2010 Outstanding
Achievement in Social Philosophy
Valentine, Mary Kate, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Valentino, Kathleen A., 2008 Peter Eisenhardt '67 Award
for Excellence in Earth and Sky
VanHousen, Deena Jean, Honors Program, 2011Honors
Program Award
Van Patten, Alyssa l., 2009 John L. Sciera '52 Memorial
Scholarship
Verga, Dustin, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society, 2010 Alpha
Deltalmlor Scholarship
Vitale, Stephanie Ireanna, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society.
2010 Past Presidents Scholarship
Ward, Meghan Marie, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society
Weidman, Brooke Elizabeth, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Whalen, Kevin Lawson, Honors Program
White, Bart Matthew, Tau Sigma Honor Society
White, Rachel Marie, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society, Tau
Sigma Honor Society
Wilder, Kasey l., Phi Eta Sigma Honor SOCiety, Phi Kappa
Phi Honor Society
Wilson, Christine Marie, 2010 Marion C. Thompson
Memorial Scholarship
Wilson,Jessica Nicole, Alpha Sigma Lambda Honor
Society. Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Wind, Anthony, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society. 2009 Past
Presidents Scholarship
Wintle, Brittie Alice, Honors Program, 2011Honors
Program Award
Witkowski, Frank Matthew, 2011Outstanding Senior
Student in Athletic Training
Wolfln, Michael Scott, Honors Program, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society
Wryk, Sarah Lynn, Honors Program, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society. 2010 Jay '66 and Bettie Lee Yerka Award for
Excellence in Recreation and Leisure Studies, 2010
Honors Program Award
Yale,Jacob Aaron, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Yetsko, Brianna Leah, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society, Phi
Kappa Phi Honor Society
Zaroogian, Ashley Mae, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society, Phi
Kappa Phi Honor Society
Zawierucha, Amanda L., Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Gifts to the College in Honor of Graduates
The following individuals have made generous gifts to the College in honor of their graduate. Graduate's names are in bold.
Richard Aborn and Rosemary Aborn Steven Battino and Rochelle Battino Dennis P.Cassin and Doreen Cassin Jeffrey Deisinger and Julia E. Deisinger Thomas Edwards
John H. Aborn Justin M. Battino Sean Harris Cassin Jo·Ann Elizabeth Deisinger Lauren Joann Edwards
Mark Adams and Antonia Adams Gary Berman and Arlene Berman Robert C Charlton and Cherylann A. Daniel Delargy and Kathleen Delargy Teresa Edwards
Joseph Daniel Adams Heather Berman Charlton Claire Bernadette Delargy Matthew J. Edwards
Javaughn Charlton
Edward Aki and Maureen Aki Gregory Biel and Susan Biel John Deluca and Karen DeLuca David Elbert
Kaitlyn Monica Aki Justine Nicole Biel William Chodkowski and Susan Chodkowski Christopher George Deluca Brandon lee Eilbert
Nicole Chodkowski
Glenn Albanesius Janet Bongiovanni Fritz Desmornes and Carole Desmornes Cindy Eizikowitz
Jeffrey R. Albanesius Elizabeth Mary Bongiovanni Ana Collado Alexandra Desmornes Stacey B. Eizikowitz
Patricia Collado
Nora Ammirati Susan Bretsch Lisa Dixon Richard Esteves and Anna Esteves
luke Ammirati Andrew Michael Bretsch Roger Costa and Donna Costa Elisha M. Dixon Michael Matthew Esteves
jordan H. Costa
Mark P.Constantino and Joanne Arcara Robert Briotte Kenneth Dodson and Nicole E.Dodson Richard FitzGerald and Donna FitzGerald
Constantino Michael Robert Briotte Larry Krepela and Joan Krepela Dominique Tuere Dodson Kathryn Rose fitzGerald
Nicolle Samantha Arcara Steven W. Cuce
Regina Brown Armand Doin and Lisa Doin Kevin and Sue Fitzgibbon
Benjamin Quiles and Linda Aufiero-Quiles Ashley Ann Brown Leoma A. Cuiman and Sylvia Cuiman Emerald Ashleigh Doin Bryan Patrick Fitzgibbon
Jessica Robyn Aufiero Lisa R. Cuiman
Christopher Brown and Joann Brown Nisla Pierre Richard Flaherty and Laura Flaherty
Daniel Balles and Maryanne G. Balles Daniel 1. Brown James A. Curry and Anne M. Curry jessica Alila Downer Kelly Anne Flaherty
Emily Anne Balles Michael A. Curry
Daniel Buscemi and Susan Buscemi William D. Dwyer and Donna Dwyer Thomas Forbes
Jon Bartoo Danielle S. Buscemi Gerard Daley and Carol Daley Melissa Marie Dwyer Duncan C. Forbes
Aaron james Bartoo lauren Daley
Steven Campana and Arlene Campana Scott Eckert John Ford and Catherine Ford
James Basile and Kathleen Basile Daniel S. Campana Robert DeHuff and Pamela DeHuff Danielle J. Eckert jessie lee Ford











Thomas Ginley and Laura Ginley
Erica Michele Ginley
Michael T. Giuliani and Dorothy Giuliani
MichaeL Giuliani
Richard J, Granato '93 and Felicia Granato
Michaela A. Granato
Scott Greenland and Jill Greenland
Rebecca Diane Greenland
Ferdinand L. Guanzon and
Mary Ellen Guanzon
Daniel S. Guanzon






















Gregory Infante and Laura Bottari-Infante
Rebecca A. Infante
William F. Irving and Jane S. Irving
Thomas Edward Irving
Robert, Cindy and Meghan Kanas
Amanda Paige Kanas
















Michael Lewis and Margaret Lewis
Katie Anne Lewis
James Link and Natalie Link
Amanda E. Link
Peter T. Lockwood and janet Lockwood
Amanda Lockwood
George Gates and Sheena Gates
Geoffrey S. Loughrey
Ray Lyon and Nancy Lyon
Heather EvaLyon
Stephen Mailman and Joann Mailman
AmandaRae F.Mailman
Michael Malfitano and Debby Malfitano
Marissa Malf1tano
Stephen Mancusi and Joanna Mancusi
Mark Stephen Mancusi
Gregory Markow and Regina Markow
Amanda R. Markow
Alan Maurer
Alan William Maurer III
Paul Mayosky and Marie Mayosky
Cassandra Mayosky




John McLaughlin and Victoria McLaughlin
Samantha Carolina Mclaughlin
William Middaugh and Glona Middaugh
julie Ann Christi Middaugh
Lowell Middleton
Kendra L. Middleton
Todd T. Dumoulin and Maura Dumoulin
Amy Patricia Milano
Neil Millstein and
Barbara Faigin Millstein 77
Michael Eric Millstein
Louis Montalvo and Daphne Montalvo
Theodore Steven Montalvo




Robert C. Mulvey 77 and Sandra Mulvey
Brian R. Mulvey
Michael J.Murphy and Jacqueline A.
Murphy
Lauren Rae Murphy
joseph Musolino and Maria Musolino
Casandra Musolino
Bruce Neri and Jayne Neri
Scott Edward Neri
Brian E. O'Cormen and Vanessa I. O'Gorrnan
Bryan K. O'Gorman
Joseph Oppito and Maryann Oppito
Michael T.Oppito




Gifts to the College in Honor of Graduates
Rody Paul Robert G. Rileyand Janice L Riley Michael Scala and Josephine Scala
Patti Taggart Robert J. White and Barbara White
Jeffrey Paul 'teresa]. Riley Christina T. Scala
Kelly A. Taggart Rachel Marie White
Kelvin A. Perkins and Kim Perkins Doug Roberge and lisa Roberge Kevin Schnirel and Kathleen Schnirel
Lee Teachout and Vicki S.Teachout Frank Williams and Denise Williams
Kayla L. Perkins Elisabeth Anne Roberge Rebecca Lynn Schnirel
Adrienne Hope Teachout Kady Sue-Ellen Williams
Mi,chael Pidgeon and Mary Pidgeon Eugene Rose and Joanne Rose Robert Shearin and Jennie Shearin
Debra, Nicholas and Jennifer Thiel Brian Wilson
Patrick Ryan Pidgeon Aaron M. Rose Daniel J. Shearin Kathryn Mary Thiel
Jeffrey A. Wilson
Dale Power David Rourke and Carol Rourke Dorene Shepherd
Joann Tiernan Bruce Wintle and Catherine Wintle
Drew A. Power Brittany Lynn Rourke Jennifer Laura Shepherd
Brett J. Tiernan Brittie Alice Wintle
Tom Pytel and Kathy Pytel Joan Russo Patrick Singer and Susan Singer
Kathryn Ulrich David Witkowski and Catherine Witkowski
Lauren Kaitlin Pytel Christine M. Russo Danielle N. Singer
Bret R. Tinder Frank Matthew Witkowski
Patricia Quain Robert F. Ryder and Lorie L Ryder James R, Smith and Diane Cassell Smith
Elizabeth Tricarico Christine Arato
Alyssa Megan Quain Brett Ryder Alicia Ruth Smith
Nicholas Robert Tricarico Leanne Wulforst
Michael Quain and Dianne Quain Michael Salvatore and Jayne Salvatore James Stanton
Gary Valentine and Debbie Valentine Andrew Yale and Brenda Kuhn
jeffrey Michael Quain Michael Timothy Salvatore Jessica Lynn Stanton
jonathan Gary Valentine jacob Aaron Yale
Jeffery Quell Marc R. Sammis and Kerrilyn J. Sammis William T. Steele Sr. and Diane Steele Daniel VanHousen
Jan Zajac and Donna Miller-Zajac 75
Kayleigh Ann Quell Danielle Ashley Sammis Brandie Theresa Steele
Deena jean VanHousen Aaron M. Zajac
Mark V. Raymond and Kathleen F. Raymond Victor Santiago and Debra Santiago Rick Sternkopf and Marianne Sternkopf
DavidWalsh and Stephanie Walsh
Christopher Floyd Raymond Daniel Dillon Santiago Richard F.Sternkopf Jr.
JUlian Marie Walsh
Frank Rhode and Joanne Rhode Mario Sapere and Theresa Sapere Shelley Strader
Christopher Warner and Lisa Warner
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Facilities Information
Ambulance
An ambulance will be stationed in the northwest
parking lot of the Park Center, just outside the
overhead door
Emergency Exits
In case of emergency, please proceed to the nearest
exit in an orderly manner.
Flowers and Gifts
College Store staff will be selling flowers, diploma
frames and assorted gifts on the upper floor of
the Park Center near the Poolsfde snack bar from
8 a.m-4 p.m.
Guest Assistance
Ushers are available at all times for assistance and
information.
lost and Found
For lost and found items, please contact the University
Police Department, Van Hoesen Hall, Room C-17,
(607) 753-4123.
Photography
Photographers are asked to stand to the side of the
stage when taking pictures to avoid blocking the view
of seated guests.
Off~SiteViewing
The Commencement ceremonies will be shown on a
large-screen projector in Park Center, Room 1101,Room
2213 and Room 1118(Hall of Fame Room).
Refreshments
Light refreshments will be available for purchase from
8-2:30 p.m. on the upper floor of the Park Center at
the Pools ide snack bar.
Restrooms
Restrooms in the Park Center are indicated on the
map at left. The mens and women's locker rooms on
the ground floor also may be used.
Smoking
Smoking is not permitted anywhere inside the Park
Center.
Telephones
Emergency phones on campus are identified by blue
lights
Guests are kindly asked to turn off cell phones and































Associate Professor (TE50L and







Associate Professor and Chair,





Chair, Africana Studies; DistingUished
Teaching Professor, Political Science
Mr. Gradin Avery
Associate Provost for Enrollment
Management and Marketing
Dr.JoEllen Bailey


















Assistant Professor, Sport Management
Ms. Mary Emm
Director, Speech Clinic and Lecturer III,
Communication Disorders and Sciences
Dr. Andrew Fitz-Gibbon
Associate Professor, Philosophy: Director,
Center for EthiCS,Peace and Social Justice
Dr.John Foley
Associate Professor, Physical Education
Ms. Gonda Gebhardt
Senior Study Abroad AdVisor, James M.
Clark Center for International Education
Ms. Stacey Goldyn-Moller
Executive Director, Alumni Affairs
Ms. Regina B.Grantham
Associate Professor and Chair;
Communication Disorders and Sciences
Dr. Eileen Gravani
Associate Dean.







Interim Chair, Sport Management
Distinguished Service Professor, Kinesiology
Dr. Bonni Hodges
Professor and Chair, Health
Ms. Vicki Johnson
Protestant Chaplain, Interfaith Center
Dr. lbipo Johnston-Anumonwo
Professor, Geography
Ms. Ingrid jordak. M.S.Ed. '93
Publications Editor,
Publications and Electronic Media
Dr. li-Ryun Kim
Assistant Professor,
Foundations and Social Advocacy












Ms. Patricia Martinez de la Vega MansiUa
Lecturer (sponlSh ond EsL),
Modern Languages
Dr. Mary McGuire
Assistant Professor, Political Science
Ms. jenn McNamara
Assistant Professor, Art and Art History
Ms. M. lorraine Melita






Ms. Noelle Chaddock Paley








Assistant Professor, Art and Art History
Dr. Susan Rayl
Associate Professor, KineSiology
Mrs. Hailey Ruoff '98
Assistant Director, Instructional
Technologies and Design Services
Ms. Mary Schlarb






Head Coach Men's Basketball, AthletICS
Dr. Robert Spitzer
Distinguished Service Professor and Chair,
Political Science
Dr. Carol Van Der Karr
Associate Provost for Academic Affairs
Dr.Jeffrey Walkuski













Lecturer IV, Physical Education
Dr.Joy Hendrick
Interim Chair, Sport Management;







Ms. Linda May Armstrong 76
Mr. Jesse Campanaro '11
Dr. Katherine Emerich Compagni '68, MA 74
Mr. Walter E. Farnholtz
Me. Thomas Gallagher
Dr. Robert S. lsaf MSld. '6S
Ms. Renee L James, Esq. '82
Mrs. Marie Rumsey
Mr. Bruce Tytler M.Sld. '88, CAS 'OS
Undergraduate Commencement Committee
Mrs. Sila Argyle Mr. Terence Cahill Dr. Kathleen Lawrence Dr. Susan Rayl
Dr. Seth Asumah Me. Mark DePaull Dr. Virginia Levine, co-chair Mrs. Hailey Ruoff '98
Ms. Ashley Aurilio '11 Dr. Ralph Dudgeon Dr. Eric Malmberg Mrs. Lee Scott-Mack, M.5.Ed. '01
Mrs. Darci Bacigalupi Mr. Benjamin Herman '12 Mr. William McNamara Mr. Timothy Slack
Dr. Marley S. Barduhn 76, M.S. 79, co-chair Mr. David Horrocks Ms. Megan Munson Mr. Brad Snyder
Mrs. Laurie Barton Ms. Cheryl Jewell Ms. Mary E. Murphy '87 Ms, Brooke Weidman 'll













Ms. Kelly Grogan '12
Ms. Ingnd lordak. M.5ld. '93
Mrs. Paula Lundberg




Mrs. Lee Scott-Mack, M.5.Ed. '01
Ms. Pamela Smith










As a SUNY Cortland graduate, you join the ranks of 65,000 alumni residing in all
50 states and more than 40 countries. We encourage you to continue your involvement
with the College through our reunion programs, chapter events and special gatherings.
By keeping the Alumni Affairs Office updated with your current residential and
email addresses, you wi!1 be assured of receiving Columns, the alumni publication,
Moments, the online newsletter, and invitations to alumni programs. Update your
contact information at wwwcortland.eduialumniupdate or call (607) 753-2516.
Stay connected with the College, friends and classmates on Facebook, Linkedln
and Twitter Visit www.cortland.eduialumni for links to these sites,
information on alumni events and much more.
We are pleased to have you as a member of the Alumni Association
and wish you a bright and successful future.
Alma Mater
By lofty elm trees shaded round,
Tioughnioga near,
Our grand old Cortland College stands,
To all of us haw dear!
We'll sing to thee, dear Alma Mater,
Of love that shall never die,
We'll strive for thy glory eternal,
Keep thy stainless honor high
Inspiring each son and each daughter
The noblest aims to try,
All thy fame and thy spirit,
Thy might are ours
As the swift years hurry by.
